Morphing moths

Box moth colour survey
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Project background
The box tree moth was first sighted in the UK in 2007 and has now been reported
throughout the UK. There are concerns about its spread as the caterpillar can
defoliate box plants, potentially devasting the native populations and gardens. There
are believed to be three colour morphs of the box moth but is currently unknown
which of these exist in the UK. Different colour morphs of moths can be associated
with habitat use, length of establishment, predator avoidance and pesticide
resistance. This project will determine the distribution of each colour morph and help
establish possible causation of the colour morphs in box moth.
This document is designed to help you to complete the survey. If you have any
further questions about the survey please contact
saoirse.pottie.2020@live.rhul.ac.uk

The survey.
If you have sighted a box moth, report your finding here

1. Date of sighting
2. Location of sighting
The survey form has a search map function to help you easily identify the location.
This information can be in the form of a grid reference, co-ordinates, postcode or
address. Only non-identifiable data from survey submissions (such as a six-figure
grid reference) will be shared with the public for the purposes of scientific research.

3. How far was your sighting from the nearest box tree?

An example of the variety of forms you may encounter box tree.
Native box tree can be encountered in chalkland habitats and alongside other
varieties of box tree, box is widely used as a scrub plant in UK gardens. Box tree are
believed to be the main food source for the box moth caterpillar and the arrival of the
both moth to the UK has led to the decimation of box tree. The proximity of the moth
sighting to box tree will provide insights into the spread of the moth and help
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understand if the moths could also be utilising other food sources in the UK. Please
select the approximate distance or unknown from the drop-down menu. Use the
information below to identify box tree.

Identifying features of box tree.

(© Chris Smith)

Box leaves are between 10–25mm long and oval in shape with slightly rounded
edges. They occur in opposite pairs and are formed on short stalks. Leaves are
shiny, leathery and dark green but can range in colour to an olive or yellowish-brown
in autumn and winter. Clusters of small, creamy white to yellow-green flowers
blossom in April.
Similar plants
There are other plants that could be mistaken for Box and many associated with
gardens. In addition to those shown below, blackthorn and butchers broom are other
look a-likes.
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4. What trapping method did you use?
Please select how you saw your sighting from the dropdown menu.

Pheromone trap

Light trap

Sighting of adult

5. Which of the colour variations did you record?
A) The white morph
White body with a
brownish abdominal
segment

White with brown band
on exterior margin only
Crescent-shape
white marks

(© Jason Steel Photography)
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B) The intermediate morph
White wings with
brown band on exterior
and interior margins

Extra brown margin at
the forewings

C) The melanic morph
Crescent-shape
white marks

Body and wings are
almost uniform dark
brown

(© Jason Steel Photography)
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6. Sexing the morphs

Male, hair-pencil present on the tip of the abdomen (left)
Female, abdomen without hair-pencil (right).

7. Supporting photographs
Please add at least one picture of each of the different morphs you have caught. You
can also add pictures if you are unsure of any of the colour morphs or sex of the
individuals.

8. Your details.
We may contact you within 6 months of your submission in order to verify your
sighting but your personal data will not be permanently stored in connection with
your submission and will be deleted after 1 year. Only non-identifiable data from
survey submissions (such as a six-figure grid reference) will be shared with the
public for the purposes of scientific research.

This document is designed to help you to complete the survey. If you have any
further questions about the survey please contact
saoirse.pottie.2020@live.rhul.ac.uk
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